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In NYCOIL super quality!

Did you know that NYCOIL invented the modern 
coiled hose, bringing greater flexibility to  
operations? With this and other inventions, the 
USA market leader offers you unsurpassed  
know-how that makes for practically oriented  
top performance in hose production. Hoses  
developed and standardised for the widest  
range of requirement profiles and media have  

been proven as the best and are supplied either 
with or without connecting elements.

Comprehensive Quality Control
All NYCOIL products are tested several times  
during the production process and subjected 
to rigorous quality control before dispatch.  
They are treated to guarantee the  
greatest possible functionality  
and safety.
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Nylon 12 from page  464
RECTULASTIC straight hoses and coiled hoses
RECTULASTIC Multicolor

Polyurethan from page  468
RECTUFLEX straight hoses and coiled hoses
RECTUFLEX Multicolor
SUPERBRAID® straight hoses and coiled hoses with fabric inlay
ULTRA-LITE SUPERBRAID® straight hoses with Dacron polyester braiding
RECTUSPARK® straight hoses and coiled hoses

PVC from page  475
RECTUSOFT inner braided hoses

PVDF from page  476
RECTUCHEM® straight hoses and coiled hoses

Accessories from page  477
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Media
All liquid or gaseous media which flow through the hose or influence it from outside must be  
taken into account when choosing the hose. Chemicals can have detrimental effects (swelling, 
stress-cracking, etc.) on the hose materials. A prior test is therefore important. Your NYCOIL  
technical advisor will be happy to help you. For non-standard requirements, we advise you to  
test the hoses under operating conditions. In this way you can ensure that there are no adverse 
effects on the hose strength arising from extreme temperatures or chemical mixtures and
the concentration thereof.

Useful facts on  
hose selection
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Flexibility
All thermoplastic materials are flexible up to a certain degree. Depending on the type, NYCOIL hoses 
can therefore be used for a wide range of tasks. Ultra-flexible hoses are suitable for applications 
with small bend radii and a high degree of movement. For example, relatively rigid or stronger tubing 
is the better choice for static applications with little movement but higher working pressures are 
required.

Flow
The flow quantity required by the attached consumer is an important criterion for hose selection.  
The appropriate choice of hose cross-section for the medium and flow volume is dependent on this.  
As a rule of thumb: the flow rate of the hose must always be greater than the flow rate of all 
consumers in the circuit.

Working Pressure
From the established bursting pressure at room temperature (20°C), integration of a working pressure safety 
factor can be calculated. For the max. working pressure, all criteria affecting the hose when in use must be 
observed. The most important criteria include overload through bending and stretching, and hose fatigue 
caused by use, as well as maintenance of extruder tolerances and production variables. NYCOIL works with 
the highest grade polymer materials and to the latest production standards. In order to guarantee the high 
standard of quality, all relevant parameters and hose characteristics are checked both during and after the 
production process.

Working temperature
The working temperature, i.e. the temperature range in which the hose is used, is also a major  
factor in hose selection. A point to note is that the burst pressure – and therefore also the safe 
working pressure – falls significantly as temperatures rise.

Space-Saving Storage
Our straight hoses are rolled, packed on cardboard  
holders, and delivered in boxes - for space-saving  
storage and quick materials access.
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at a glance

RECTULASTIC Nylon 12 (Polyamide)
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; multicolored dual 
and quadruple; unprecedented return force; small 
twists and therefore requires minimum space; light 
weight; resistant to organic and inorganic materials.

RECTUFLEX Polyurethane
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; multicolored dual and 
quadruple; extremely flexible; resistant to buckling; 
no change in cross-section; max. working length 
equal to 80% of stretch length; coiled hoses are 
supplied with swivel fittings and buckling protection 
on both ends.

SUPERBRAID®  
Polyurethane Inner Braided Hose
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; as flexible as  
the conventional PU hose – from -40°C to +75°C 
– even with fabric inlay; extremely small twist  
diameter; coiled hoses are supplied with pre- 
assembled swivel fittings and buckling protection.

ULTRA-LITE SUPERBRAID® 
Polyurethane Inner Braided Hose
Straight hoses; fittings for easy self-assembly;  
much lighter than the SUPERBRAID® hose and  
therefore even more flexible and easy to use;  
highly resistant to temperature (-40°C to +75°C); 
extremely small twist diameter.

RECTUSPARK® 
Polyurethane on Polyester Basis,  
with Protection against Welding Sparks
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; the non-flammable 
coating provides the hose with reliable protection 
against welding sparks; extremely flexible, pliable 
and resistant to buckling and ideally suited to harsh 
industrial applications.

RECTUSOFT Highly Flexible PVC,  
with Polyester Fibre Reinforcement (TÜV-tested)
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; extremely flexible, 
even at ultra-low temperatures; highly resistant  
to tears and pressure; light weight and easy  
operation makes this hose ideal for operating  
compressed air tools.

RECTUCHEM® PVDF
Straight hoses or coiled hoses; the perfect  
solution for chemical technology, especially  
clean applications; structurally resistant to  
many chemicals and therefore useful in a broad 
range of applications.

Fittings
Many NYCOIL hoses are available completely  
assembled with different fittings. Please  
check article description.




